
 

Frequently Asked Questions: 

Can the work endure weather? 
Each one of our pieces is fine to sit outside in the sun or rain. If the winds exceed 60KMPH 
(including gusts) or there’s particularly bad weather - the works must be switched off


Can people touch the work? 
Yes literally hundreds of thousands of people have touched our works. Touching is fine, but rough 
play ruins the experience for everyone and must be strongly discouraged. It’s often good to have 
a volunteer onsite to help moderate behaviour or we suggest putting a “Don’t touch” just to slow 
people down (even tough they will still touch it)


What if the work gets dirty? 
You can just use a normal household laundry spray and a scratchy sponge to spot clean the 
works. Don’t use bleach!


How do we pack down the works at night? 
At night, just turn the works off at the power, and let them deflate. We keep a specially made 
cover inside each work which easily zippers onto the base when not in use. The works end up 
looking like big black pancakes. (Left: up and running / right: packed down


What boxes do you use in freight? 
We use black plastic boxes that are easy for one or two 
people to move




How does the water ballast work? 
We’ve made a series of specially plastic welded water vessels that sit inside the inflatables. We 
measure how much water each weight can hold, and build that into the engineer’s calculations.




The longest part of the 
installation process 
usual is dealing with the 
water ballast - PLEASE 
make sure there is good 
access to taps, hoses 
and any keys needed 
for the taps.


During Bump Out - we use a series of water pumps that can direct the water into a drain or a 
garden.


Are the fans noisy?? 
Most of our fans are quite small, and are quiet. It’s easy to talk over them.



